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Slide 1: Thank you very much, I’m Dr. Kevin Kavanagh from Health Watch USA. Health Watch USA is a
patient advocacy and healthcare policy research organization founded over 10 years ago.
Slide 2: I wish to talk to you about the importance of nurse empowerment with the overall theme of
“It’s Not The Nurses’ Fault. There is no doubt that nurses face the daunting task of safeguarding the
health, healthcare and safety of both themselves and patients.
There is no better testament to this problem than the recent Ebola epidemic – where initially it was
stated that any hospital could safely take care of Ebola.
At the same time in a Lexington Herald Leader OpEd HW USA was calling for better standardization of
practices and a need to take dangerous pathogens more seriously.
And then, a nurse, Nina Pham become infected with Ebola.
Slide 3: Initially, she was blamed for her own infection, but it was soon learned there were ineffective
standards with lack of appropriate PPE. A fully hooded hazmat suit was not available in the hospital.
Slide 4: Since then, steps are being taken to emphasize containment and control of dangerous
pathogens. On June 19, 2018, the CDC reaffirmed that Isolation of carriers, those infected with MRSA, is
key to controlling spread of this dangerous pathogen.
However, many of our protocols to safeguard healthcare workers and patients from MRSA are based on
a misinterpretation of the literature and two poorly designed studies.
In 2003, European Researchers, Cooper, et al.– found that most studies supporting surveillance and
isolation of MRSA carriers were before and after studies. However, they recommend staying the course.
But, the U.S. decided to veer off course and abandon this time tested prevention intervention.
The United States backed up their decision not to do surveillance for MRSA carriers with two studies
which appear to have major design flaws.
1) Harbarth, et al., in JAMA where appropriate MRSA prophylaxis was not given to the majority of
patients in the intervention group.
2) Huskins, et al., in NEJM where it took 5 days to get back the culture results and start patient isolation
procedures. In addition, contact precautions were not strictly followed.

Slide 5: The United Kingdom instituted a hand hygiene campaign and mandatory screening and isolation
for MRSA and saw a phenomenal decrease in infections. This figure illustrates the percentage of MRSA
in Staph Aureus cultures in Europe. The United Kingdom is the purple line. They saw over a 60%
decrease in methicillin resistance in Staphs aureus cultures. Along with a concomitant decrease in MRSA
bloodstream infections but NOT in MSSA or E. Coli bloodstream infections.
Hand hygiene was performed across the board and should have impacted all pathogens. But only MRSA
infections, which also had implementation of screening for carriers showed a decrease.
https://reflectionsipc.com/2015/03/03/the‐english‐mrsa‐miracle/
“…a series of ‘high‐impact interventions’ focused mainly on good line care in 2006 and revised national
guidelines in 2006 (including targeted screening, isolation and decolonization) all contributed to a surge
of interested infection control.”
There is no guarantee that hand washing alone will be effective.
In the context of multi‐drug resistant organisms, hand hygiene should be viewed as a backup
measure since these organisms should not be on a healthcare workers’ hands in the first place.

Slide 6: This graph shows data which HW USA published in ARIC. The orange line is derived from NHSN
data and shows an increase in severe MRSA infections in 2015 in US Private Sector Hospitals. The blue
asterisks show the huge decrease in MRSA in VA Hospitals. The VA screens all admissions for MRSA.
However, the baselines are not comparable. The 2015 increase may be due to changes in how the US
accounts for Community MRSA. Infections occurring at the onset of hospitalizations are defined as
“community.” This capture time changed from 2 days to 3 days after hospital admission.
Hospital rates are adjusted for community rates. They are also adjusted for being a teaching institution
and bed size.
Thus, rates of infections and risk adjustment are more for hospital performance and accountability
than the risk of workers and patients actually contracting the organisms.
Slide 7: Next we had a shift in policy to using chlorhexidine bathing. This was largely based on one
study, The REDUCE MRSA Study, which has a number of reporting and data analysis aberrations.
1) There was confusion that their first group tested for the effectiveness of screening. But both the
control and intervention groups had the same treatment. It was used to control for change which
occurred over time (secular trends).
2) The primary objective was the number of MRSA isolates and not infections.
3) What was measured was changed. After the trial complete date, the “All Pathogen Bloodstream
Infection” category was added. BUT this is a composite category and by far the main effect was on
yeast and commensal bacteria, such as Staph Epi.

Slide 8: A well known researcher on the MRSA study was reported by Reuters to have at least an
appearance of COI with the manufacture of the chlorohexidine product they were testing. (Huang SS.
Abstract 1000. Presented at: ID Week; Oct. 4‐8, 2017 San Diego)
https://www.healio.com/infectious‐disease/mrsa/news/online/%7B91bded5c‐d4c7‐42 6d‐97f7‐
b42169472618%7D/daily‐chlorhexidine‐does‐not‐reduce‐mrsa‐vre‐in‐lower‐risk‐patients
The FDA has not approved, and issued a warning, regarding using the wipes as a “general skin cleanser”.
In ADDITION, there is mounting evidence that CHX promotes resistance to itself, other antibiotics and
Colistin, the last line of defense antibiotic for CRE.
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/quality/study‐links‐antibiotic‐resistance‐with‐chlorhexidine‐
exposure.html
Slide 9: This intervention did not stop an MRSA outbreak at the lead author’s institution.
And the lead author reported at ID Week that outside the ICU is was only effective on patients with
medical devices. – To be expected because of the long acting effect of chlorhexidine.
Slide 10: The World Health Organizations recommends preoperative screening all patients for Staph
Aureus, we do not even do this for MRSA.
Must have better staffing. Time to do hand hygiene and the donning and doffing of protective gear.
The BUGG Study (Benefits of Universal Glove and Gowns) published in JAMA found no difference in
patient adverse events in those patients in isolation. “Although there was a lower risk of MRSA
acquisition alone and no difference in adverse events.”
(Universal glove and gown use and acquisition of antibiotic‐resistant bacteria in the ICU: a randomized
trial. JAMA. 2013 Oct 16;310(15):1571‐80.)
The lead author also reemphasized this finding in testimony before the Presidential Advisory Council for
Combating Antibiotic Resistant Organisms.
I feel that on a system level, this had led to the adoption of a one size does not fit all approach, and a
desire to purchase the cheapest set of shoes. What emerged is a lackadaisical attitude toward the
handling of dangerous pathogens by not making the very large investments in staff, training and
equipment that are needed to stop this epidemic.
===============================================================
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